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Coop Gift Card 
Fundraiser begins 
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SCC Meeting 6:30 
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Kindergarten 
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Easter Break 



This month in K/1/2 EPBL we are still studying mapping and communities! We have learned about the parts 
of a map, cardinal directions, continents and much more! Our next focus will be on communities and what 
makes a community like Spruce Home great! 
 
In Grade 3/4 Art we are beginning a unit about Canadian Metis artist Christie Belcourt who creates 
beautiful pointillism, usually in the style of traditional Metis beadwork. We will be creating our own 
beadwork style patterns. 
 
The Grade 5/6’s are completing an old style radio show - The Invisible Man. They are currently recording 
the show along with music and sound effects. We will share the final product soon! 
 
In Grade 7/8 Art we have wrapped up our one and two point perspective unit and will be beginning a stop 
motion video project after the break! This is always a favourite project and I'm looking forward to it! 
 
Enjoy the break as we welcome spring! 

Administrator’s Message 
Welcome to Spring! 
 
It is finally spring! The weather is unpredictable and mostly just icy and wet, so please send spare clothing 
for your children to change into if necessary. 
 
We have finished our second round of student progress conferences and they went very well. Thank you to 
all who attended. If you were unable to connect with your child’s teacher for your conferences, please feel 
free to contact the teacher or the school to set up a time to discuss your child’s progress thus far. 
 
We are starting a fundraiser this month where we will be selling COOP Gift Cards to aid in renewal of some 
internal school items like technology and furniture. It is to run from April 8-15. COOP gift cards are an easy 
sell, a great item, and an opportunity to see school renewals. Please have your fundraiser sheets and money 
in no later than Tuesday, April 16. 
 
As always, please practice the Golden Rule and treat others as you would like to be treated. This can be as 
simple as a “Good Morning”, “please” and “thank you”, or offering a helping hand and showing kindness and 
support to those around you. Please remember this and everyone should have a great day every day! 
 
Mr. R. Feschuk 

Grade 1/2 News 
Happy April Spruce Home Families! In Kindergarten math, students are learning to count quantities 11-20 and 
match the quantity to the corresponding number. In Grade 1 math, students have wrapped up skip counting 
forward by 2s, 5s, and 10s. In grade 1/2 ELA, we are moving right along with our UFLI phonics lessons. 
Students completed their most recent writing assignment; their Fishing stories, which was inspired by the 
story we read in class called “Fishing with Grandma”. First, students created/built their story using various 
small items, then they told their story orally as they used the various small items to act out the story. Then they 
wrote their story down on paper being sure to include all appropriate details (such as capitalization and 
punctuation).  

We would like to remind parents, guardians and students about the importance 
of dressing properly for the weather. Dressing  properly allows students to en-
joy their recesses. Please make sure your child is dressed appropriately and has 
an extra set of clothing available at the school. With warmer days coming, play-
ground may be quite wet. Let’s stay warm and dry! 



Grade 7/8 News 
So far this year has been a delightful experience. But sadly, we are almost done with this semester as we only 
have two months left after March comes to an end. Today we will specifically be talking about March and what 
we have learned. We have learned plenty of things in Social Studies like what an Oligarchy, Democracy, and 
Dictatorship are. We have also been working on the three levels of Government in Canada; Municipal, Federal, 
and Provincial. Number the Stars is a book which is based on the Holocaust that happened in 1941. This is a ter-
rifying event in history that ended up killing around 6 million Jewish people. We each picked a person who 
was a hero during the Holocaust and are writing an essay on the differences they have made. We have also 
been having Literature Circle meetings which have been super fun this last month. For Science, we have been 
working on plate tectonics, volcanoes, earth layers, and what mineral resources we have in Saskatchewan.  
We are learning the primary uses for potash, gold, diamond, salt, uranium, graphite, copper, forest, oil, and 
natural gas! The seven and grade eights have just finished one and two-step equations and we’re now moving 
on to linear vs non-linear equations and examining if they have patterns and predictions. Mostly, we have 
been focusing on one and two-step equations and linear equations, but we have also had the opportunity to 
learn about creating table values. We have been doing lots of work in our Google Classroom for Health. We 
have been learning about conflict, digital citizenship, and cyberbullying. We are also quite excited about par-
ent-teacher interviews on the  27th of March. This month has gone by super fast and we can't wait for April to 
arrive.  
~ Written in Collaboration as a class ~ Edited by Hayden, Kris, Josiah and Abigail ~ 

Grade 5/6 News 
Happy April everyone! Again, where did this month go?!?! The grade 5/6 boys and girls 
have done a wonderful job on their work lately, completely different from September 
and I’m not complaining. The boys and girls also enjoyed a wonderful day at Wapiti Ski 
Hill. Everyone got better and better as the day went along. The weather was very 
cooperative for the day and there were tons of smiles to be seen. Hope everyone has a 
wonderful Easter break and comes back refreshed, energized, and ready to learn 
some more! 
T. Fiddler 

Grade 3/4 News 
March has flown by very quickly! The grade 3/4 class has been doing a lot of very fun activities! We had the 
Howl in the Snowfest where we were finally able to dig into the big snow piles and decorate them. We also 
had some very good hot chocolate because we have installed a hot chocolate machine! We have also been 
doing a lot of learning about plants in Science. We cannot forget about the Character Ed./Magic Show where 
everyone was so amazed by Mr. Harmer and his tricks. PI day was also a great success with a lot of math ac-
tivities. As well, we enjoyed a colouring contest and Mr. Feschuk was a sneaky leprechaun and we got some 
candy. The grade 3’s are learning increasing patterns in Math and they are catching on very quickly. On Rib-
bon Skirt and Shirt Day it was very cool to see everyone’s ribbon skirt/shirt, thanks to everyone for wearing 
theirs. We have also been having fun looking for Hero the Huskie this month and we are looking forward to 
some fun activities in April! 
 
Written by Kaylee, Brooke and Jaylyn 



SLC News 
The SLC have been having fun with our month long contest “Where’s Hero”. Every morning students look 
at a picture and try to guess where Hero is. Winners will be announced when we get back from Easter 
break.  
SLC also hosted an Easter themed assembly where students did the bunny hop relay, egg race and move 
the cookie from your forehead to mouth without using your hands. It was great fun and a great way to 
team build in our tree groups.  
We also held a coloring contest to coincide with Pi Day. Students got to color Mr. Feschuk as a 
leprechaun. Check out our Facebook page for some photos. 
For the month of April SLC are planning on hosting an Earth day contest and a school yard clean up. 
More details to follow closer to the date. 

Family Math Challenge 
March Answers:    

1.  
 

2.  
 

April Questions: 

1.  
 

2. 
  



 Ed Support 
 

With the Easter break upon us 
and the weather turning nice. 
Spending time with family 
and friends to soak up some 
vitamin D and reconnect is 
such an important thing to do. 
Here are a few fun ways to 
reconnect with your family 
and friends.  








